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Eden In Atlantis
Who knows when, perhaps 20,000 years
ago, the earths axis was much closer to the
perpendicular. There two moons. There
were no seasons. It was paradise. The earth
basked in eternal summer, many life forms
flourished, including humans. What is now
Antarctica was not then ice-bound and
frozen at the Pole. It was then called
Celestium, it was populated and harboured
an advanced patriarchal civilization that
eventually became the model for Atlantis.
But that was much, much later; after the
greater earth changes that shifted the South
Pole to where it is today. No one knows
exactly where Eden was located. The Eden
of this story is an isolated settlement in a
mid-Atlantic island (much later to become
Atlantis)
organised
on
matriarchal
principles, ruled by a Queen, where
inheritance is matrilineal. In this society
males have no rights of paternity, and (to
prevent any claim of such rights) long term
heterosexual relationships are discouraged,
and paternity is hard to establish.
Consequently gay and lesbian relationships
have equal social status with heterosexual
ones. As everywhere on the globe, the
island is lush, fertile and an abundant
variety of life forms flourish, including
large and dangerous predators among
which are found small colonies of dragons
(dinosaurs) that are slowly being hunted to
extinction. The warrior/hunter class,
comprising both males and females, has
high status. The community and its sacred
places are walled for protection. Into this
isolated community a stranger is thrust,
banished from his homeland, Celestium,
for the crime of revealing dangerous
secrets to the common people. The
strangers name is Lucifer, which means
light bringer. He is a scientist with special
knowledge of crystals. Eva is a young
woman who falls in love with a young
man, Daemon. In so doing Eva frustrates
the ambitions of the Queens son, Adam,
whose ambition is to usurp his mother, and
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rule Eden with Eva as his consort. Lucifer
also loves Eva, but discreetly, from a
distance. Fate intervenes in the form of a
Comet (actually a large meteor) that is
approaching earth. Among Lucifers
inventions is his narthex, an early form of
telescope made using fennel cane as a tube,
with lenses at either end for magnification.
Using this device to scan the heavens
Lucifer is able to predict the cataclysm that
is about to bring devastation to Eden and to
the entire world. The political intrigues in
Eden are subsumed by celestial events, but
not before Lucifer is able to pluck Eva
from captivity and bring her to his high
mountain cave where they are safe, and
from which they observe the comet collide
with the smaller moon and, amid
tumultuous storms and vast tidal waves,
rain fire and debris on Eden. Humans are
thus barred from Paradise because Paradise
has been destroyed. But two humans
survive.
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Eve on the Island of Apples - Ancient Atlantis The Search for the Garden of Eden Atlantis Rising Magazine
Library Academy of Atlantis Research,our historical truths,our True God AEJON MN and [10] And a river went out of
Eden to water the garden and from thence it was Atlantis For Eden Saga - Eden Saga - english One of the most
cosmopolitan and dynamic resorts of the world, spread across a lavish 113-acre site, Atlantis, The Palm offers
cutting-edge design with service none Though we have already suggested that Atlantis was Eden and, by extension,
Atlas was Adam, I will take this opportunity to compare the two tales and to use Eden Saga - Home Thus, in Eden in
Atlantis I have chosen, as Paradise, an island, and as its leader, a woman named after a god, or after whom a god was
later named and as The Biblical Garden of Eden was in Kalimantan Island Atlantis in May 4, 2017 EDEN IN
ATLANTISA Drama by Derek Strahan. Being also the Precursor to an original Opera for Multimedia. The play/opera
consist of a Eight: Adam and Atlas--Eden and the Fall of Atlantis Feb 17, 2011 An advanced city submerged under
sea an ancient garden paradise bearing a tree of knowledge an island of bird-women seductresses -- the The
Eden/Atlantis Connection - I think Ive already said enough on all this. Ive deleted this new thread myself. Eden In
Atlantis - Kindle edition by Derek Strahan. Arts Feb 17, 2012 Through numerous techniques, the Atlanteans had
developed all the powers of the mind, shamanism, telepathy, healing art, seeing the The Garden of Eden in Egypt?
Atlantis Rising Magazine Library And the obvious alternative location can be gleaned from some of the opening
verses in the Book of Genesis, which say: And a river went out of Eden to water Atlantis-Eden Similarities - Apr 27,
2017 Producer and engineer Kevin Poree gives us his verdict on the Lauten Audio Atlantis FC-387, Oceanus LT-381
and the Eden LT-386 Signature Has the Garden of Eden been located at last? Robert Sarmast: The Eden/Atlantis
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Connection - Much More Than A Legend? Atlantis to Eden: 5 fantasy islands that really exist (sort of) - This is the
lost island of Atlantis, foundered into the Indian Ocean. The merest hint of Atlantis former glory is now left as the
gemlike Seychelles islands, the Eden In Atlantis - Google Books Result Eden has been located in as many diverse
areas as has lost Atlantis. Some early Christian fathers and late classical authors suggested it could lie in Mongolia The
Garden of Eden is Atlantis! - Spirituality, Religion and Feb 6, 2014 There, he identified Atlantis with the Garden of
Eden, and he asserted that both were precisely where the tradition of the ancients placed them: How I Found The Lost
Atlantis: Sidebar: What the Lost Atlantis Is Apr 5, 2010 The Garden of Eden, like Atlantis, has excited the
imagination of many over the centuries. Its location has been the subject of what was NOVA Online Garden of Eden
Seychelles Through Time - PBS Location: Kolkata West Bengal Area: 20000 sqm Status: Under Construction Client:
Eden Group A high rise residential development designed to mirror a The Garden of Eden - Tribes of Atlantis Google Sites Apr 15, 2014 There is another reason I associate Atlantis with the Garden of Eden. The descendants of
Atlantis whom I identify throughout this book are The racial memory of Atlantis is found in the legends of the Garden
of Eden of the Bible, the Garden of the Hesperides of the Greeks, the Asgard of the Eden Atlantis, Kolkata Abin
Design Studio Atlantis is really the same as the Garden of Eden. So, Atlantis discovery would also correspond to the
finding of Terrestrial Paradise featured in the sacred Atlantis, The Palm - Eden Collection - Eden Luxury Travel Feb
10, 2016 - 1 min - Uploaded by hauntedcuriositiesFOR MORE ON THIS ITEM AND OTHER HAUNTED
EXCLUSIVES, PLEASE VISIT WWW Was the Garden of Eden at the North Pole? - Jason Colavito Apr 21, 2010
Im sure many of you have been watching Lost over the past number of years and its been getting really interesting lately
with the exposure of HJTV-- EDEN OF ATLANTIS - YouTube The similarities between Platos ATLANTIS and the
Urantia Books GARDEN OF EDEN. Is the Island in Lost Atlantis, The Garden of Eden, Hell or All of The Eden In
Atlantis - Kindle edition by Derek Strahan. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets.
Use features like bookmarks, note : Eden in Sumer on the Niger: Archaeological Atlantis and the Garden of Eden
[Frederick Dodson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This examination of Atlantis shows the congruency
Atlantis, the Antediluvian World: Part IV: Chapter V: The Pyramid Sep 7, 2015 A research by Dhani Irwanto, 7
September 2015 Contents Background The Garden of Eden The Four Rivers of Paradise The Noah Flood End
PREFACE TO EDEN IN ATLANTIS by Derek Strahan Scenario for Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Former
Special Adviser on Arts and Culture to the Evidence of 450, 000 Years of Atlantis, Eden, and Sumer in West Africa
(African Digital Education Series Book 2): Read 6 Books Reviews - . Images for Eden In Atlantis Atlantis, the
Antediluvian World, by Ignatius Donnelly, [1882], full text etext at that it is a reminiscence of the Garden of Eden, in
other words, of Atlantis. Statement on the Alleged Discovery of Atlantis Off Cyprus - Atlantis and the Garden of
Eden: Frederick Dodson - Where, or what, was Eden? The Garden of Edengenerally equated with Paradiseis the
setting for one of the best known Biblical stories, that of the serpent
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